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Building Services Levy Act 2011

No. 17 of 2011

An Act to impose a levy in relation to certain authorisations for building services.

[Assented to 25 May 2011]

The Parliament of Western Australia enacts as follows:
1. **Short title**

   This is the *Building Services Levy Act 2011*.

2. **Commencement**

   This Act comes into operation as follows —
   
   (a) sections 1 and 2 — on the day on which this Act receives the Royal Assent;
   
   (b) section 3 — on the day on which the *Building Services (Complaint Resolution and Administration) Act 2011* section 94 comes into operation.

3. **Imposition of building services levy**

   If regulations made under the *Building Services (Complaint Resolution and Administration) Act 2011* section 94 provide for a levy, a levy payable in accordance with those regulations is imposed.
Notes

1 This is a compilation of the Building Services Levy Act 2011. The following table contains information about that Act.
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